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Program Related Non-Fiction
Emergency and Public Service:

EMS, Environmental Health & Safety, Fire Protection, Law Enforcement, Public
Works
Federal court basics : the structure and function of federal and state
courts / the Administrative Office of the United States Courts.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC KF8719 .U55 2017

"The Judicial Branch has two court systems: federal and state. While each hears certain types
of cases, neither is completely independent of the other. The two systems often interact and
share the goal of fairly handling legal issues. The U.S. Constitution created a governmental structure
known as federalism that calls for the sharing of powers between the national and state governments.
The Constitution gives certain powers to the federal government and reserves the rest for the states."-Back cover.

Health:

Community Paramedic, Dental, Health Science (Broad Field), Health Unit
Coordinator & Nursing Station, Medical Assistant, Medical Office, Nursing
Assistant/Home Health Aide, Pharmacy Technology, Practical Nursing
Basic geriatric nursing / Patricia Williams.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RC954 .W58 2016
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC RC954 .W58 2016

…This easy-to-read bestseller includes the latest information on health care policy and
insurance practices, and presents the theories and concepts of aging and appropriate nursing
interventions with an emphasis on health promotion. Part of the popular LPN/LVN Threads series, it
provides opportunities for enhanced learning with additional figures, an interactive new Study Guide on
Evolve, and real-world clinical scenarios that help you apply concepts to practice. Complete coverage of
key topics includes baby boomers and the impact of their aging on the health care system, therapeutic
communication, cultural considerations, spiritual influences, evidence-based practice in geriatric nursing,
and elder abuse, restraints, and ethical and legal issues in end-of-life care.

Caring for older adults holistically / edited by Tamara R. Dahlkemper.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RC954 .A53 2016

“Be prepared to meet the growing demand for nurses with the knowledge and skills to provide
quality care to older adults. Easy-to-understand writing and a positive outlook enliven every
page of this popular resource! Step by step, you’ll master the knowledge and skills you need,
while also honing the leadership, management, and delegation abilities essential to your professional
success. Completely updated and fully revised throughout, the 6th Edition features coverage of the field’s
hottest topics, including a new chapter on safety, new coverage of family caregiving and an expanded
emphasis on learning to “Think Like a Nurse” – Amazon.com

Case studies in nursing fundamentals / Margaret Sorrell Trueman.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RT51 .T78 2014

“Connect nursing theory to clinical practice with 46 in-depth, real-world case studies. For each
case study, answer questions that call on you to recall facts, understand nursing concepts,
apply critical thinking, and sharpen your clinical reasoning skills in common clinical situations.”
– Amazon.com
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Clinical nursing skills : a concept-based approach to learning. Volume 3 /
Barbara Callahan, editor.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RT41 .C55 2015

"Clinical Nursing Skills: A Concept-Based Approach, Volume III, 2nd edition is designed to
meet the specific needs and approach of concept-based nursing programs in teaching key
nursing skills. Clinical Nursing Skills: A Concept-based Approach is the third volume in a three-volume
concept-based textbook series and presents more than 435 of the most important skills performed by
nurses including common variations. This second edition has been revised, restructured, and updated to
reflect the most current nursing practices and standards."--Publisher's website.

Fundamentals of nursing care : concepts, connections & skills / Marti A.
Burton, Linda J. May Ludwig.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RT41 .B92 2015

"Take a fresh, new approach to nursing fundamentals that teaches students how to think,
learn, and do while they make the ‘connections’ each step of the way. From the text through
wealth of resources online at DavisPlus, the thoroughly revised and updated 2nd Edition continues to
meet the needs of today’s students." -- Publisher.

Introductory maternity & pediatric nursing / Nancy T. Hatfield, Cynthia A.
Kincheloe.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RG951 .H38 2018

Enhance your critical thinking skills in a clinical setting and prepare for the NCLEX-PN exam
with this clear, easy-to-understand, and highly visual book. Written by two experts and current
educators in pediatric and maternity nursing, the 4th edition has been updated to reflect today's best
practices and evidence-based care. Each chapter includes a built-in workbook, integrated case studies,
and in-patient scenarios to sharpen your understanding of the content.

Introductory maternity & pediatric nursing / Nancy T. Hatfield.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC RG951 .K565 2014

"This third edition of Introductory Maternity and Pediatric Nursing reflects the underlying
philosophy of love, caring, and support for the childbearing woman, the child, and the
families of these individuals. The content has been developed according to the most current
information available. In this text, we recognize that cultural sensitivity and awareness are
important aspects of caring for the childbearing and child-rearing families. We also recognize that many
children and pregnant women live in families other than traditional two-parent family homes and therefore
refer to teaching and supporting the childbearing clients and family caregivers of children in all situations
and family structures"-- Provided by publisher.

Introductory medical-surgical nursing / Barbara K. Timby, Nancy E. Smith.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RT41 .S38 2018
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC RT41 .S38 2018

"This updated 12th Edition of Introductory Medical-Surgical Nursing and its online resources
equips LPN/LVN students with the practical knowledge and skills necessary to provide safe
and effective nursing care to adult medical-surgical clients in today's changing healthcare environment.
This edition reflects current medical and nursing practice through accessible content enhanced by photos
and illustrations that bring the information to life and reinforce learning."-- Provided by publisher.
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Lippincott essentials for nursing assistants : a humanistic approach to
caregiving / Pamela J Carter.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RT84 .C37 2017
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC RT84 .C37 2017

“This easy-to-understand, conversational text focuses on the most essential information that
nursing assistants need to know to function competently and compassionately in a long-term care facility,
acute care facility, or home health care agency. Each chapter of the new edition has been updated to
reflect the latest best practices and advances in the field.” – Amazon.com

Lippincott textbook for nursing assistants : a humanistic approach to
caregiving / Pamela J. Carter.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RT84 .C37 2016
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC RT84 .C37 2016

“Master the technical, communication, and critical thinking skills you need to provide
compassionate, competent care in any health care setting with Lippincott's Textbook for Nursing
Assistants, 4e. This comprehensive, student-friendly book is written in a conversational, easy-to read
style, features a unique and fully integrated art program to help you understand key topics, and provides
clear, concise coverage of nursing procedures that conform to the latest state-specific guidelines and
2012 NNAAP skill revisions.” – Amazon.com

Nutrition : from science to you / Joan Salge Blake, Kathy D. Munoz, Stella
Volpe, contributions by Barbara J. Rolls.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RA784 .B553 2016

“Teaching 21 chapters in a 16 week course can be a challenge. Do you often find that
you can’t cover the last few chapters of your text? With Blake, Nutrition: From Science to
You, Brief Edition, you now have the perfect table of contents that meets your course goals. With an
emphasis on the major topics, the Brief Edition provides the same level of coverage as the longer
text, with the last 5 chapters of the text (e.g. lifecycle nutrition, food safety, and hunger) available
as online eChapters at no additional charge within MasteringNutrition with MyDietAnalysis.” – Publisher’s
Website

Principles of pediatric nursing : caring for children / Jane W. Ball, Ruth
C. Bindler, Kay J. Cowen, Michele R. Shaw.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RJ245 .P4414 2017

“To prepare today's students to begin thinking and acting like nurses, Principles of Pediatric
Nursing, Seventh Edition presents a foundation of core pediatric nursing principles with an
emphasis on growth and development, family-centered care, and health promotion and
maintenance. Nursing students often bring an Adult Health mindset to Pediatric Nursing, which can
obscure the special considerations needed to effectively care for children. Principles of Pediatric Nursing
helps students visualize how to care for children and understand the ways caring for pediatric patients is
similar to, and different from, adult patients.” – Amazon.com

Safe maternity and pediatric nursing care / Luanne Linnard-Palmer, Gloria
Haile Coats.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RJ245 .L56 2017
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC RJ245 .L56 2017

“Finally! A new OB/peds textbook that focuses on what LPNs must know. You’ll find just the
right depth and breadth of coverage with a focus on the knowledge and skills that LPNs need to know to
practice safely.” – Amazon.com
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Textbook of laboratory and diagnostic testing : practical application at
the bedside / Anne M. Van Leeuwen, Mickey Bladh.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RT48.5 .V32 2016

Make the connections between laboratory and diagnostic testing and the clinical care of your
patients! The team that brings you the popular Davis's Comprehensive Handbook of
Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests With Nursing Implications now brings you the only text that explains the
who, what, when, how, and why of laboratory and diagnostic testing and connects them to clinical
presentations, nursing interventions, and nursing outcomes. Using both printed and interactive case
studies, you'll see exactly how those connections work in the real-world of clinical practice. -- Provided by
publisher.

General Non-Fiction:
Art
The art of India / Nigel Cawthorne.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC N7301 .C38 2006

The art of the Indus Valley -- The first imperial art -- Religious art -- The classical period -South India -- Medieval art -- Islamic art -- The rise of painting.

The art of Walt Disney : from Mickey Mouse to the Magic Kingdoms /
Christopher Finch
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC NC1766 .U52 D533 1975
A new art form -- Feature animation -- Live action films -- The Magic Kingdoms.

Capturing personality in pastel / by Dennis Frost.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC NC880 .F7 1986

"Pastel is a wonderful medium for the portrait artist: its colors have impact and immediacy, its
drawing line is versatile, and it can express a broad range of textures. In [this book], Dennis
Frost explains how to use this quick, spontaneous medium to paint credible facial expressions
and enhance a subject's essential characteristics through controlled overstatement of texture and color." - Back Cover.

Cézanne / Elizabeth Elias Kaufman.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC ND553.C33 K38 1980
His times -- His life -- His works.

Creative painting with pastel / Carole Katchen.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC NC880 .K38 1990

Twenty outstanding artists show you how to master the colorful versatility of pastel.

The complete book of drawing & painting : first steps to becoming an
artist / Mike Chaplin with Diana Vowles.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC NC730 .C43 2004

This comprehensive illustrated guide to the fundamentals of drawing and painting covers
everything the budding artist needs to know, from equipment and tools to various drawing and painting
techniques with pencil, ink, pastels, watercolors, oils, and more. This book takes beginners through all the
basics as they progress toward finding their individual style. Full-color illustrations and photographs guide
readers step-by-step and offer examples and inspiration. ...--From publisher's description.
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Drawing school : the complete course / Ian Simpson.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC NC730 .S46 2001

Offers a series of drawing lessons covering materials, color, perspective, proportion,
composition, special techniques for different media, and related topics.

History of modern art : painting, sculpture, architecture, photography /
H.H. Arnason.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC N6490 .A713 1986
A study of the aratistic roots, styles, schools, and works of twentieth-century painting,
sculpture, architecture, and photography.

Marc Chagall : work on paper : selected masterpieces / organized by the
International Exhibitions Foundation ; introd. by Jean Leymarie ; pref. by
Thomas M. Messer.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC ND1978.C5 S64

Exhibition held at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, June 8-Sept. 28, 1975.

Mixed media / José M. Parramón.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC ND1505 .P37 1999

"This collection is specially directed at those who want to enter the fascinating world of
drawing and painting. In addition to explaining the different techniques and examples step-bystep, the exercises are a fundamental aspect of this collection. The art enthusiast can
practice in his or her own home by using the exercises in the second part of each book and the
accompanying guidelines in each volume, all of which are explained in the collection." -- Back Cover.

Origami museum / by Akira Yoshizawa.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC TT870 .Y67 1987

Translation of: Origami hakubutsushi.

Picasso at 90; the late work; [translated from the German]. / Klaus Gallwitz.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC ND553.P5 G2813 1971

Transparent masks by Jose Bergamin -- Picasso -- Still life -- Landscapes -- The portrait -Studio pictures -- The absorption of the old masters -- Painter and model -- Avignon -- A
Picasso chronology -- Bibliography -- Index.

Rembrandt : Rembrandt Harmensz van Rijn / text by Ludwig Münz ; with
additional commentaries by Bob Haak.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC ND653.R4M8 1984

An introduction to the work of this master through 40 color reproductions and commentary.

A weekend with Degas / Rosabianca Skira-Venturi.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC N6853.D33 S5513 1992

The nineteenth-century French artist talks about his life and work as if entertaining the reader
for the weekend. Includes reproductions of the artist's work and a list of museums where
works are on display.
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Wildlife sketching : pen, pencil, crayon, and charcoal techniques / Frank
J. Lohan.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC NC780 .L64 1986

Discusses the basic techniques of drawing and explains how to make lifelike sketches of
flowers, trees, birds, mushrooms and animals.

Biography, Autobiography, Memoir
Life on the Mississippi / Mark Twain.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC PS1314 .A1 1985

Mark Twain's autobiographical account of river life. Great American classic. *** "Twain's
firsthand portrait of the steamboat age and the science of riverboat piloting recalls the history
of the Mississippi River, from its discovery by Europeans to the writer's own time." *** "Twain's
famous account of life on the Mississippi in the old steamboat days and his own experiences
as a pilot. Its historical sketches, its frequent passages of vivid description, and its humorous episodes
combine to make [this] a masterpiece of the literature of the Middle West." Eng and Pope's What to Read.

Consumer Education
Consumer Reports buying guide 2019 / from the editors of Consumer
Reports.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC TX335 .C663 2019
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC TX335 .C663 2019

Features ratings and recommendations for more than 2,000 brand-name products, including
electronics, home appliances, garden supplies, and even supermarket items. Also includes
brand repair histories and shopping strategies to help make the most informed buying decisions wherever
you go.

College Teaching and Education
Engaging the online learner, updated : activities and resources for
creative instruction / Rita-Marie Conrad, J. Ana Donaldson.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC LB1028.5 .C623 2011

"This updated edition includes an innovative framework—the Phases of Engagement—that
helps learners become more involved as knowledge generators and cofacilitators of a course.
The book also provides specific ideas for tested activities (collected from experienced online instructors
across the nation) that can go a long way to improving online learning. Engaging the Online Learner
offers the tools and information needed to convert classroom activities to an online environment; assess
the learning that occurs as a result of collaborative activities; phase in activities that promote engagement
among online learners; build peer interaction through peer partnerships and team activities; [and] create
authentic activities and implement games and simulations.” – Publisher’s Website

The excellent online Instructor : strategies for professional
development / Rena M. Palloff, Keith Pratt.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC LB1044.87 .P338 2011

"The hiring, training, and evaluation of good online instructors is a high priority for online
institutions. This book shows what it takes to develop a new instructor in order to promote
excellent online teaching and describes the qualities of a good online instructor and reveals
how to evaluate good teaching online. In addition, It includes illustrative models of faculty training for
online teaching based on adult learning principles and best practices in faculty training and identifies how
technology can be used to facilitate and enhance the training process"-- Provided by publisher.
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Lessons from the virtual classroom : the realities of online teaching /
Rena M. Palloff, Keith Pratt.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC LB1044.87 .P34 2013

Rena Palloff and Keith Pratt, the most trusted online teaching experts, have completely
updated and revised this classic to reflect changes in technology and advances in online
teaching made in the last decade, in order to meet today's online learning challenges. The
book continues to offer helpful suggestions for dealing with such critical issues as evaluating effective
tools, working with online classroom dynamics, addressing the special needs of online students, making
the transition to online teaching, and promoting the development of the learning community. Filled with
numerous examples from actual online courses and insights from teachers and students, new topics
include the open source movement, Web 2.0, Google groups, and topics for the K-12 sector. -- Provided
by publisher.

Health
Winning by losing : drop the weight, change your life / Jillian Michaels.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC RM222.2 .M4835 2010

An integrated program of weight loss designed to promote total health combines a nutritional
plan that can be tailored to individual needs with an exercise workout and a behavioral
makeover to help overcome unhealthy eating habits.

History
Chronicles / Froissart ; selected, translated and edited by Geoffrey Brereton.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC D113 .F7213 1978

Froissart (1337-1410), sometimes described as the historian of the Hundred Years' War, was
one of the first great journalists. His Chronicles reveal the same curiosity about character and
customs, which underlies the works of his contemporary, Chaucer. This selection depicts a
panorama of Europe during the great age of Anglo-French rivalry, from the deposition of Edward II to the
downfall of Richard II, Froissart's famous descriptions of chivalry in action at Sluy's, Crecy, Calais and
Poitiers are only part of a comprehensive court's-eye-view of society which embraces trading activities,
diplomacy and the Peasants' Revolt.

Korea reborn : a grateful nation honors war veterans for more than 60
years of growth. / Remember My Service Productions, corporate author.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DS918.15 K67 2018

[Pt. 1] Book -- [Pt. 2] DVD (1 hr.) titled The Remembered War : Commemorating the 60th
Anniversary of the Korean War.
Korea Reborn: A Grateful Nation Honors War Veterans for more than 60 Years of Growth is a
retrospective look at the Korean War and the years of prosperity that followed. The photos and text tell
the story from the perspective of both U.S. veterans who served in the conflict, and the Koreans who
prospered from the freedom left in their wake. Beginning with the events that led up to the war, through
the ensuing battlefields across the Korean Peninsula, and ultimately the transformation from a war-torn
country into a vibrant, prosperous nation, this book encapsulates why freedom is worth fighting for. …This
is a story of a war remembered. - Jacket flap. The Remembered War: While the Korean War is often
referred to as the "forgotten war," this 60-minute feature documentary remembers and honors the men
and women who fought, suffered, and sacrificed for a war-torn, distant land in desperate need of freedom.
Amidst the backdrop of rarely-seen archive footage from the Korean War, veterans share their stories,
recollections, and thoughts about the Korean War 60 years later. - Publisher.(book/dvd combo)
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Patriotism

What unites us : reflections on patriotism / Dan Rather & Elliot Kirschner.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC JK1759 .R35 2017

At a moment of crisis over our national identity, journalist Dan Rather reflects on what it
means to be an American. He reminds us of the principles upon which the United States was
founded. Looking at the freedoms that define us, from the vote to the press; the values that
have transformed us, from empathy to inclusion to service; the institutions that sustain us,
such as public education; and the traits that helped form our young country, such as the audacity to take
on daunting challenges in science and medicine, Rather brings to bear his decades of experience on the
frontlines of the world's biggest stories. As a living witness to historical change, he offers up an intimate
view of history, tracing where we have been in order to help us chart a way forward and heal our bitter
divisions.

Sports
100 athletes who shaped sports history / Timothy Jacobs, Russell
Roberts.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC GV697.A1 J33 2004

"[This book] is a fascinating book about some of the world's greatest sports stars who have
made a significant impact on athletic history. This chronologically-organized book provides
capsule biographies full of interesting facts and information about both historical and
contemporary athletes." -- Back Cover.

Audiobook Fiction
The prisoner / Alex Berenson.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC AUDBK Fiction Fiction BER

It is the most dangerous mission of John Wells's career. Evidence is mounting that
someone high up in the CIA is doing the unthinkable, passing messages to ISIS, alerting
them to planned operations. Finding out the mole's identity without alerting him, however,
will be very hard, and to accomplish it, Wells will have to do something he thought he'd left
behind forever. He will have to reassume his former identity as an al Qaeda jihadi, get captured, and go
undercover to befriend an ISIS prisoner in a secret Bulgarian prison. Many years before, Wells was the
only American agent ever to penetrate al Qaeda, but times have changed drastically. The terrorist
organizations have multiplied: gotten bigger, crueler, more ambitious and powerful. Wells knows it may
well be his death sentence. But there is no one else.

Fiction (Print)
Loves me, loves me not / Anilú Bernardo.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction BER

While trying to win the attention of a high school basketball star who already has a girlfriend,
Maggie, a Cuban American, learns painful lessons about romantic young love.

Where there's smoke / Sandra Brown.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction BRO

When Lara opens up a medical practice in a small town, the local oil tyrant plans to ruin her
business--unless she can find the secret to destroy his empire.
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A lost lady / Willa Cather.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction CAT

"At the turn of the century 'in one of those grey towns along the Burlington railroad, which are
so much greyer today than they were then,' there was a house well known for its hospitality and
for certain charm of atmosphere....No house was pleasanter than that of Captain Daniel
Forrester....In the eyes of the admiring middle-aged men who visited there, whatever Mrs. Forrester
chose to do was 'lady-like' because she did it. They could not imagine her in any dress or situation in
which she would not be charming. Marian Forrester is pictured through the eyes of a young man who was
at first more than a little in love with her but came at last both to see her without illusion and to grasp the
changes in her and in the town of Sweet Water." -- Back Cover.

61 hours / Lee Child.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction CHI

A tour bus crashes in a savage snowstorm and lands Jack Reacher in the middle of a deadly
confrontation. In nearby Bolton, South Dakota, one brave woman is standing up for justice in a
small town threatened by sinister forces--and Reacher will risk his own to save her from a coldly
proficient assassin who never misses.

Heart of darkness / Joseph Conrad.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction CON

Dark allegory describes the narrator's journey up the Congo River and his meeting with, and
fascination by, Mr. Kurtz, a mysterious personage who dominates the unruly inhabitants of the
region. Masterly blend of adventure, character development, psychological penetration.
Considered by many Conrad's finest, most enigmatic story.

Next / Michael Crichton.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction CRI

Journeys into the realm of genetics: fast, furious and out of control. Provocative yet playful, dark
and disturbing, "Next" is Crichton as he has never been seen before.

The royal pain. 2 / MaryJanice Davidson.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction DAV

In this hilarious sequel to The Royal Treatment, Princess Alexandria Baranov sets her sights on
marine biologist Dr. Shel Rivers, an ornery Ph. D. who finds his life forever changed by this
gorgeous, yet exasperating woman who wreaks havoc on his heart.

Undead and unappreciated / MaryJanice Davidson.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction DAV
Vampire queen and nightclub owner Betsy Taylor is surprised to find she has a
twenty-year-old half sister who happens to be the devil's daughter.
Undead and unemployed / MaryJanice Davidson.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction DAV
Undead, and unable to shake her penchant for shoes, Betsy Taylor, the new
Queen of the Vampires, gets a job selling designer footwear at Macy's while
trying to catch a vicious vampire slayer with the help of a gorgeous ally.
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Middlemarch / George Eliot.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction ELI

"The moral struggle involved in trying to hold fast to personal integrity in a materialistic and
mean-spirited society forms the dominant theme of Middlemarch, George Eliot's most
distinguished novel. The main plots of this multilayered work center around two expertly
realized characters: Dorothea Brooke, a passionately idealistic woman who traps herself in a
loveless marriage; and Lydgate, an ambitious young doctor who is betrayed by his wife's egoism and his
own inner weakness. With remarkable psychological insight, an unfailing grasp of complex social
interrelationships, and superb narrative art, this novel explores the whole of provincial Victorian society.
…" -- Back Cover.

Medea / Euripides ; [translator: J.E. Thomas].
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC PA3975.M4 T46 2005

Cover.

"WITCH, BARBARIAN, FOREIGNER, or a woman wronged and committed to the most
horrific kind of justice, Media is a heroine who makes her audience shudder. Euripides
shows us an astonishingly strong female protagonist, whom some readers have identified
as the first feminist in Western literature. Seeing where her strength leads her, though, we
must wonder if she was intended to be portrayed as a model or as a warning." -- Back

The last tycoon : an unfinished novel / by F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction FIT

F. Scott Fitzgerald died before he could finish this novel, better known as "The Last Tycoon".
Its central character, the great film producer Monroe Stahr, is based on Irving Thalberg and,
like Fitzgerald, is a desperately sick man, disenchanted with life, but striving still to work.—
Amazon.

The return of the native / Thomas Hardy ; edited with an afterward by Horace
Gregory.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction FIT

"The rural tranquility of the heather-covered English countryside is the setting for this moving
novel of conflicting aspirations and tragic destiny, Clym Yeobright returns from Paris to the
village of his birth, idealistically inspired to improve the life of the men and women of Egdon Heath. But
his plans are upset when he falls in love with a passionately beautiful, darkly discontented girl, Eustacia
Vye, who longs to escape from her provincial surroundings. Their stormy marriage explodes in a violent
tragedy which eventually frees Yeobright to pursue his dream of service. A book of classic dimension and
heroic design, [this book] is the forerunner of the twentieth-century psychological novel----poetic,
compassionate, vivid in its associations, universal in its meanings." -- Back Cover.

An ice cold grave / Charlaine Harris.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction HAR

Heading for Doraville, North Carolina, to investigate the disappearance of a young boy,
Harper Connelly and her brother Tolliver are stunned to discover that he is one of several
teens who had vanished over the previous five years, but when she uses her talent to
communicate with the dead to find the missing boy, she discovers that her knowledge has
placed her in the sights of a killer.
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The luck of Roaring Camp and other stories / Bret Harte.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction HAR

"In 1870, the young San Francisco-based writer and editor Bret Harte (1836-1902) first
compiled a single-volume edition of his rousing stories of life in the Wild West. Entitled The
Luck of Roaring Camp, and Other Sketches, the book propelled him almost overnight from
local celebrity to American literary lion. Four of the most famous of those tales are included in
this collection: the title story, 'The Outcasts of Poker Flat,' 'Tennessee's Partner,' and 'M'liss.' Additional
selections include "A Proťeǧe of Jack Hamlin" and "An Inǧenue of the Sierras," both written later in
Harte's life and featuring lively casts of colorful characters in settings ranging from a stagecoach to a
Sacramento River steamer. ..." -- Back Cover.

Great short works of Henry James / Henry James ; introduction by Dean
Flower.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction JAM

Daisy Miller -- Washington Square -- The Aspern papers -- The pupil -- The turn of the screw -The beast and the jungle.

Dubliners / James Joyce
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction PR6019 .O9D8 1991

Contents: The sisters -- An encounter -- Araby -- Eveline -- After the race -- Two gallants -- The
boarding house -- A little cloud -- Counterparts -- Clay -- A painful case -- Ivy day in the
committee room -- A mother -- Grace -- The dead.
"From 'The Sisters,' the first story, illuminating a young boy's initial encounter with death, to the
final piece, 'The Dead,' considered a masterpiece of the form, these tales represent, as Joyce himself
explained, a chapter in the moral history of Ireland that would give the Irish 'one good look at themselves.'
But in the end the stories are not about the Irish; they represent moments of revelation common to all
people." -- Back Cover.

My latest grievance / Elinor Lipman.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC Fiction LIP

Chafing under the claustrophobic care of her liberal parents, Frederica Hatch finds her snug
world transformed by Laura Lee French, a new college dorm mother who had once been
married to Frederica's earnest and unglamorous father.

The call of the wild and White fang / Jack London ; with an introduction by
Abraham Rothberg.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction LON

"The Call of the Wild is the story of Buck, a dog stolen from his home and thrust into the
merciless life of the Arctic north to endure hardship, bitter cold, and the savage lawlessness of
man and beast." -- Back Cover.

Fired up / Jayne Ann Krentz.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction KRE

Jack Winters, descendant of genetically altered Nicholas, has been experiencing nightmares
and blackouts--just the beginning, he believes--of the manifestation of the Winters family curse.
The legend says that he must find the Burning Lamp or risk turning into a monster. But he can't
do it alone; he needs the help of private investigator Chloe Harper who possesses the gift to read the
lamp's dreamlight.
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Dr. Faustus / Christopher Marlowe.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC PR2664 .A1 1994

"One of the most durable myths in Western Culture, the story of Faust tells of a learned
German doctor who sells his soul to the devil in exchange for knowledge and power. Early
enactments of Faust's damnation were often the raffish fare of clowns and low comedians. But
the young Elizabethan playwright Christopher Marlowe (1564-1593) recognized in the story of
Faust's temptation and fall the elements of tragedy." -- Back Cover.

Pursuit / Karen Robards.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction SHA

After rookie lawyer Jessica Monaghan meets with the First Lady, the VIP is killed in a car
accident in which Jessica manages to survive. When she suspects the accident was something
else and she becomes the next target, she and experienced FBI agent Mark Ryan team up to
uncover the plot behind the First Lady's murder.

The women in the castle : a novel / Jessica Shattuck.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction SHA

“Set at the end of World War II, in a crumbling Bavarian castle that once played host to all of
German high society, a powerful and propulsive story of three widows whose lives and fates
become intertwined—an affecting, shocking, and ultimately redemptive novel from the author
of the New York Times Notable Book The Hazards of Good Breeding. …Written with the devastating
emotional power of The Nightingale, Sarah’s Key, and The Light Between Oceans, Jessica Shattuck’s
evocative and utterly enthralling novel offers a fresh perspective on one of the most tumultuous periods in
history. Combining piercing social insight and vivid historical atmosphere, The Women in the Castle is a
dramatic yet nuanced portrait of war and its repercussions that explores what it means to survive, love,
and, ultimately, to forgive in the wake of unimaginable hardship.” – Amazon.com

The book of speculation / Erika Swyler ; with illustrations by the author.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction SWY

"Simon Watson, a young librarian on the verge of losing his job, lives alone on the Long Island
Sound in his family home--a house, perched on the edge of a bluff that is slowly crumbling
toward the sea. His parents are long dead, his mother having drowned in the water his house
overlooks. His younger sister, Enola, works for a traveling carnival reading tarot cards, and seldom calls.
On a day in late June, Simon receives a mysterious package from an antiquarian bookseller. The book
tells the story of Amos and Evangeline, doomed lovers who lived and worked in a traveling circus more
than two hundred years ago. The paper crackles with age as Simon turns the yellowed pages filled with
notes, sketches, and whimsical flourishes; and his best friend and fellow librarian, Alice, looks on in
increasing alarm. Why does his grandmother's name, Verona Bonn, appear in this book? Why do so
many women in his family drown on July 24? Could there possibly be some kind of curse on his family-and could Enola, who has suddenly turned up at home for the first time in six years, risk the same fate in
just a few weeks?"-- Provided by publisher.

Home to Big Stone Gap : a novel / Adriana Trigiani.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC Fiction TRI

Nestled in the lush Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia, the town of Big Stone Gap has been
home to Ave Maria Mulligan MacChesney and her family for generations. She's been married
to her beloved Jack for nearly twenty years, raised one child and buried another, and run a
business that binds her community together, all while holding close her tight circle of family and friends.
But with her daughter Etta, having flown the nest to Italy, Ave Maria has reached a turning point. When a
friend's postcard arrives with the message "It's time to live your life for you," Ave Maria realizes that she
must go in search of brand new dreams. But before she can put her foot on the path, her life is turned
upside down.
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The adventures of Tom Sawyer / Mark Twain.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction TWA

This grand old childhood classic relates a small-town boy's pranks and escapades with humor
and wisdom that appeal to readers of every age. In addition to his everyday stunts (searching
for buried treasure, trying to impress the adored Becky Thatcher), Tom experiences a
dramatic turn of events when he witnesses a murder, runs away, and returns to attend his
own funeral and testify in court.

The mysterious stranger : and other stories / Mark Twain ; with a foreword
by Edmund Reiss.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction TWA

"The Mysterious Stranger is that rarity in the work of Mark Twain--a novelette in which the
author turns his sardonic, free-wheeling with to the problem of Eternal Evil in a distant time
and place. In the other eight stories presented here Twain debunks his Gilded Age; he
ransacks the backyards of daily life and fable to find his notorious, sometimes preposterous, metaphors.
He is as apt to deal with the great minds of the law hunting a wayward elephant as with a man who has a
bank note no one can cash." -- Back Cover.

Macbeth : a graphic classic / by Trina Robbins ; based on the play by
William Shakespeare.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC PN6727.R56 M33 2002

"'Double, double toil and trouble!' And trouble is exactly what a group of witches have cooked
up for Macbeth. They've planted ideas of power in his head. And now, Lady Macbeth is
urging him to go for it. Will Macbeth actually commit murder to get ahead? William
Shakespeare may have written the play Macbeth hundreds of years ago, but his gripping tale of ghosts
and gore never gets old!" -- Back Cover.

The odyssey : a graphic classic / by Trina Robbins ; based on the epic poem
by Homer.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC PN6727.R56 O29 2002

"Odysseus has been fighting in a war for ten years. Now he just wants to get home to his wife
and son. But he faces many dangers--like a one-eyed giant and a man-eating serpent. Back at
home, most people think Odysseus is dead. Many men are hoping to marry his wife Penelope--and take
his riches. Will Odysseus make it home before she chooses a new husband?" -- Back Cover.

Julius Caesar / William Shakespeare.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC PR1259.P55 S527 1992

"To the events surrounding the assassination of Julius Caesar in 44BC, Shakespeare
introduces the dangerous themes of thwarted ambition, political reaction and crude
demagoguery in a brilliant indictment of realpolitik. Although the play is a sharp comment on
corrupted political motives, it contains some of Shakespeare's finest speeches, and remains
as relevant today as in the seventeenth century." -- Back Cover.

Oedipus Rex / Sophocles ; translator, J.E. Thomas ; senior editor, Paul
Moliken ; editor, Elizabeth Osborne.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC PA4414.O9 T45 2005

"Sophocles' Oedipus Rex has never been surpassed for the raw and terrible power with which
its hero struggles to answer the eternal question, 'Who am I?' The play, a story of a king who-acting entirely in ignorance--kills his father and marries his mother, unfolds with shattering
power; we are helplessly carried along with Oedipus towards the final, horrific truth." -- Back Cover.
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Saturday night dirt / Will Weaver.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC Fiction WEA

In a small town in northern Minnesota, the much-anticipated Saturday night dirt-track race at
the old-fashioned, barely viable, Headwaters Speedway becomes, in many ways, an
important life-changing event for all the participants on and off the track.

The glass menagerie / Tennessee Williams. Introduction by Robert Bray.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC PS3545.I5365

"No play in the modern theatre has so captured the imagination and heart of the American
public as Tennessee Williams's The Glass Menagerie. As Williams's first popular success, it
launched the brilliant, if somewhat controversial, career of our pre-eminent lyric playwright.
Since its premiere in Chicago in 1944, with the legendary Laurette Taylor in the role of
Amanda, Menagerie has been the bravura piece for great actresses from Jessica Tandy to Joanne
Woodward, and is studied and performed in classrooms and theatres around the world." -- Back Cover.

Singing with the top down / Debrah Williamson.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC Fiction WIL

At a time in the 1950's when America is a little more innocent, two children and their
flamboyant aunt head toward California in a Buick Skylark convertible ...

DVD
300 / a Warner Bros. Pictures presentation in association with Legendary
Pictures and Virtual Studios.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1995.9.E79 T4744 2007

In the Battle of Thermopylae of 480 BC, an alliance of Greek city-states fought the invading
Persian army in the mountain pass of Thermopylae. Vastly outnumbered, the Greeks held
back the enemy in one of the most famous last stands of history. …The battle lasted for about 3 days and
after which all 300 Spartans were killed. The Spartan defeat would not have happened if not for a local
shepherd, named Ephialtes, who defected to the Persians and informed Xerxes of a separate path
through Thermopylae, which the Persians could use to outflank the Greeks.

Charlie and the chocolate factory / Warner Brothers Pictures; directed by
Tim Burton.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997.C43 C43 2005

Charlie and five others draw golden tickets from Wonka chocolate bars and win a guided tour
of the legendary candy factory that no outsider has seen in 15 years. Dazzled by one amazing
sight after another, Charlie is drawn into Wonka's fantastic world.

The dark crystal / Jim Henson Company ; directed by Jim Henson and
Frank Oz.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DVD PN1997.D37 D37 2003
their world.

An all-Muppet fantasy features about a Dark Crystal that maintains equilibrium in a mythical
kingdom. Jen and Kira join forces to "heal" the precious Dark Crystal and restore order to
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Finding Nemo / Walt Disney Pictures presents a Pixar Animation Studios
film.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997.5 .F56 2003

When Nemo, a young clownfish, is unexpectedly carried far from home, his overprotective
father, Marlin, and Dory, a friendly but forgetful regal blue tang fish, embark on an epic
journey that leads to encounters with vegetarian sharks, surfer dude turtles, hypnotic jellyfish and hungry
seagulls!

Footloose (Collector's). Paramount Home Video.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DVD PN1997 .F66 2011

When city-boy Ren McCormick finds himself in an uptight Midwestern town where dancing
has been banned, he revolts with best friend Willard and the minister's daughter to change
everyone's mind.

The Heat / Twentieth Century Fox presents ; a Chernin Entertainment
production.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997.2 .H43 2013

Uptight FBI agent Sarah Ashburn (Bullock) and foul-mouthed Boston cop Shannon Mullins
(McCarthy) couldn't be more incompatible. But when they join forces to bring down a ruthless
drug lord, they become the last thing anyone expected ... buddies.

The Hobbit - an unexpected journey / New Line Cinema.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997.2 .H633 2013

The first chapter in Peter Jackson's new epic trilogy set in Middle Earth 60 years before J.R.R.
Tolkien's Lord of the Rings saga. Follow Bilbo Baggins as he's swept into a quest to reclaim
the Dwarf Kingdom of Erebor, long ago conquered by the dragon Smaug. Approached by the
wizard Gandalf, Bilbo joins a company of thirteen dwarves led by the legendary warrior Thorin
Oakenshield. Along the way they face many dangers; Bilbo meets Gollum and takes possession of the
'One Ring.'

Ice age [2 disc set] / Twentieth Century Fox presents a Blue Sky Studios
production ; directed by Chris Wedge ; co-directed by Carlos Saldanha.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DVD PN1997.2 .I24 2004

Twenty thousand years ago, as the Earth was being overrun with glaciers, Manny the woolly
mammoth, Diego the saber-toothed tiger, Sid the sloth, and the human baby Scrat become a
courageous quartet braving the frozen terrain and embarking on an incredible journey to return Scrat to
human civilization.

The Incredibles / Walt Disney Pictures presents a Pixar Animation Studios.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997.2 .I513 2005

"Bob and his wife Helen used to be among the world's greatest crime fighters, saving lives and
battling evil on a daily basis. Fifteen years later, they have been forced to adopt civilian
identities and retreat to the suburbs where they live "normal" lives with their three kids, Violet,
Dash, and Jack-Jack. Itching to get back into action, Bob gets his chance when a mysterious
communication summons him to a remote island for a top secret assignment. He soon discovers that it
will take a super family effort to rescue the world from total destruction."--Back of container.
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The Lord of the rings. The fellowship of the ring / New Line Cinema
presents ; a WingNut Films production.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997.2 .L673 2002 no.1

In ancient times the Rings of Power were crafted by the Elven-smiths, and Sauron, the Dark
Lord, forged the One Ring, filling it with his own power so that he could rule all others. But
the One Ring was taken from him, and though he sought it throughout Middle-Earth still it
remained lost to him. After many ages it fell, by chance, into the hands of the Hobbit, Bilbo Baggins. On
his eleventy-first birthday, Bilbo disappeared, bequeathing to his young cousin, Frodo, the Ruling Ring,
and a perilous quest: to journey across Middle-Earth, deep into the shadow of the Dark Lord and destroy
the Ring by casting it into the Cracks of Doom.

The lord of the rings. The two towers / New Line Cinema presents a
Wingnut Films production.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997.2 .L6732 2003 no.2

Join Frodo, Gandalf, Aragorn, and brave members of the Fellowship as they continue their
quest to destroy the Ring of Power. As darkness descends on Middle-earth, a strange
creature named Gollum leads the heroes to the Black Gates of Mordor. The rest of Middleearth prepares for a battle that will decide the fate of all.

The lord of the rings. Return of the king / New Line Cinema presents ; a
Wingnut Films production.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997.2 .L673 no.3

Frodo makes his way through the darkness to Mount Doom to destroy the One Ring. Aragon
learns of his destiny as the true King and the others prepare for a massive battle that will
determine the fate of Middle-Earth.

Madagascar : escape 2 Africa / DreamWorks Animation ; PDI/Dreamworks
; directed by Eric Darnell, Tom McGrath.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DVD PN1997.2 .M33 2009

Follow Central Park Zoo animals, including, Alex the Lion, Marty the Zebra, Melman the
Giraffe and Gloria the Hippo, along with the psychotic penguins, the monkeys, and the lemur
leaders as they unexpectedly are now stranded in the middle of Africa. While Alex, Marty,
Melman and Gloria are rather happy with their new environment, they quickly realize that it's not all that it
seems. Meanwhile, the penguins attempt to repair the plane that they accidentally destroyed.

Mary Poppins / Walt Disney Pictures.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997 .M367 2004

After a banker's children lose their nanny due to her frustration with them, a change in the wind
blows in a magical nanny who matches the children's qualifications, but not those of their very
proper father. As Mary Poppins helps the children magically explore the world around them,
their father grows increasingly disapproving of her methods, and he must eventually deal with
his own distance from his children.

The pacifier / Walt Disney Pictures; directed by Adam Shankman.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DVD PN1997 .P3345 2005

Lt. Shane Wolfe is a tough-as-nails Navy SEAL who has controlled military operations in
every corner of the globe. Now, the ultimate test comes when he's assigned to protect the
home front. As in a house loaded with five out-of-control kids! But even when he trades
combat gear for diapers and juice boxes, it's becomes more than just a babysitting job.
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Penelope / Summit Entertainment and Stone Village Pictures; directed by
Mark Palansky.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DVD PN1995.9.C55 P4644 2008

Penelope Wilhern is born to wealthy socialites. She is afflicted by the Wilhern spell that can
only be broken when she finds love. Hidden away in her family's estate, the lonely girl meets
a string of suitors in her parent's futile attempt to break the curse. Each eligible bachelor is enamored with
Penelope and her sizable dowry, but only until her curse is revealed. Lemon, a mischievous and eager
tabloid reporter, wants a photograph of the mysterious Penelope and hires Max to pose as a prospective
suitor to get the shot. The handsome down-on-his luck gambler finds himself falling for Penelope. He
decides to disappear so he will not disappoint her or to expose his surreptitious ways. Fed up by this
latest betrayal and determined to live life on her own terms, Penelope breaks free from her family and
ventures into the world alone. She finds adventure and meets Annie, her first friend, and becomes the
person she was meant to be.

Pirates of the Caribbean. The curse of the Black Pearl / Walt Disney
Pictures presents in association with Jerry Bruckheimer Films.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997.2 .P57 2003

The roguish yet charming Captain Jack Sparrow's idyllic pirate life capsizes after his
nemesis, the wily Captain Barbossa, steals his ship, the Black Pearl, and later attacks the
town of Port Royal. Captain Barbossa kidnaps the governor's beautiful daughter, Elizabeth.
In a gallant attempt to rescue her and recapture the Black Pearl, Elizabeth's childhood friend Will Turner
joins forces with Jack. What Will doesn't know is that a cursed treasure has doomed Barbossa and his
crew to live forever as the undead.

Sherlock Holmes : a game of shadows / Warner Bros. Pictures; directed by
Guy Ritchie.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DVD PN1997.2 .S54752 2012

Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson seek out their nemesis Dr. Moriarty, believed to be behind
the rising tensions between European countries.

She's the man / Dreamworks Pictures and Lakeshore Entertainment
present a Donner's Company production.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997.2 .S5 2006

Viola becomes furious when she learns that her high school, Cornwall, has just cut the girl's
soccer team. So furious, in fact, that she takes advantage of her twin brother Sebastian
skipping town for a few weeks to take his place at his school, Illyria, so she can join the
soccer team there. But her disguise as her brother leads to major complications when she falls in love
with her soccer-playing roommate and the girl he's in love with falls in love with "Sebastian."

Transformers / DreamWorks SKG; directed by Michael Bay.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DVD TRA

On the planet Cybertron, a war was waged between the Autobots and the Decepticons for
control of the Allspark, a mystical talisman that would grant unlimited power to whoever
possessed it. The Allspark is smuggled off the planet, but Megatron goes in search of it. He
tracks it to Earth and his desire for power sends him into the Arctic Ocean. The sheer cold
forces him into a paralyzed state. His body is later recovered, and before going into a comatose state he
uses the last of his energy to engrave a map, showing the location of the Allspark, into the Captain's
glasses. A century later, Spike buys his first car. To his shock, he discovers it is an Autobot in disguise.
He is to protect Spike, who bears the Captain's glasses. Other Transformers have arrived In the desert of
Qatar and the Decepticons attack a U.S. military base. Spike and his girlfriend Mikaela find themselves in
the middle of a grand battle between the Autobots and the Decepticons. Meanwhile, within the depths of
Hoover Dam, the cryogenically stored form of Megatron awakens.
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Transformers. Revenge of the Fallen / Dreamworks Pictures and
Paramount Pictures; directed by Michael Bay.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DVD PN1997.2 .T734 2009

College-bound Sam Witwicky learns the truth about the ancient origins of the Transformers.
He will have to accept his destiny and join Optimus Prime and Bumblebee in their epic battle
against the Decepticons. The Decepticon forces, who have returned stronger than ever,
have come to Earth on a mission to take Sam prisoner and destroy the world.

Troy / Warner Bros. presents a Radiant production in association with Plan B ;
directed by Wolfgang Petersen.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DVD PA4025.A2 L35 2005

In 1193 B.C., Prince Paris, the son of the King of Troy, falls in love with Helen, the wife of the
king of Sparta, and convinces her to follow him away from her husband Menelaus, which
results in an epic war. The Greeks sail to Troy and lay siege. Achilles, the greatest warrior in all the world,
is called in to fight against Troy and give Greece the upper hand. Hector, the eldest son of Priam, King of
Troy, and the greatest Trojan warrior, embodies the hopes of the people of his city.

Two brothers / [videorecording] / Universal Pictures ; Pathé ; directed by
Jean-Jacques Annaud.
Hennepin Technical Library/BPC DVD PN1995.9 .D73 T96 2004

Two mischievous twin tiger cubs are born in the jungle but are soon separated and taken
into captivity. One is sold off to the circus and the other becomes the pampered pet of the
governor's son. They are reunited years later by an explorer who trains them to be sport
fighters and inadvertently forces them to fight each other.

X-Men origins. Wolverine / Twentieth Century Fox presents in association
with Marvel Entertainment and Dune Entertainment a Donners' Company
production, a Seed production.
Hennepin Technical Library/EPC DVD PN1997.2 .X54 2009

Somewhere in the wilds of northwest Canada in the early 1800s, Logan and Victor, two halfbrothers with special powers grow up amid violence. Eventually they will become the near-indestructible
warriors known as Wolverine and Sabretooth. William Stryker is a sinister government operative whose
Weapon X program experiments keep pulling Wolverine back in. Kayla Silverfox shares a peaceful
Canadian co-existence with Wolverine as he tries to drop out of the program. Along the way, Wolverine
encounters many mutants, both familiar and new.

